LIGHT FIXTURE SCHEDULE

LOAD (WATTS) TYPE DESCRIPTION LAMPS MANUFACTURES

50 A POLE MOUNTED LIGHT FIXTURES SURVEYED BY A LIGHT FIXTURE SPECIALTIES ELECTRICAL, INC.

LIGHTALICE STELLAR SERIES 300 WALL MOUNTED LIGHT FIXTURE

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

- LIGHTING SYSTEM
- DEDICATED LIGHT FIXTURE MOUNTED IN WALL OR CEILING
- UNDERGROUND SLAB OR MOUNTING TYPICAL OF PERMITS INDICATOR
- SITE LIGHT MOUNTED ON POLE OR ON WALL
- EXIT LIGHT MOUNTED ON POLE OR ON WALL
- BRANCH CIRCUIT HARDWARE
- CONDUIT STUB-OUT
- INSTALLATION INCELSOR -enic
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LIFT STATION J ELECTRICAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

1. Coordinate with civil plans.
2. Concrete in-lab of 3" HP LID with traffic rated lid label.
3. Concrete in-lab of 2" HP LID with traffic rated lid label.
4. Designate reserves; see detail, detail.
5. P.O. provided under civil plans, coordinate.
6. Generator, see electrical specification.
7. Multi circuit via lighting controls in plan presentation.
LIFT STATION J SCHEMATIC PUMP CONTROL DIAGRAM

NO SCALE